Cascade 220 Superwash
Slip Through Scarf

Designed by
Laura Farson
Boys Blue Slip-Through Scarf
By Laura Farson

This is easy to slip onto your little guy with little fuss.

Size: One Size Child
Measurements: Total: 34” long x 5” wide
Scarf: 28” long x 4-1/2” wide
Gauge: 5 sts/inch
One 12” circular US # 7, or two 16” circulars or 4 dbl pt needles
1 skein Cascade 220 Superwash Paints Blue: Color #9880

Receiver tube
C/O 50 sts with long tail cast on and join
Rnd 1: Knit
Rnd 2: Purl
Rnd 3 – 30 Knit even
Rnd 31 Purl
Rnd 32 Knit
Cast off
Make the scarf tube by picking up stitches along one fold edge. Pick up 3 out of 4 edge stitches along one side. Turn: Pick up and knit 3 of 4 edge stitches parallel to the 1st picked up stitches. Join into the tube by knitting the first picked up sts. Approx. 42 stitches
Knit all rounds
Note: While knitting, if you have to start a new yarn end, knit 5 rounds and weave the yarn end into the work. (You won’t be able to do this later as the scarf end will be closed.)
At the desired length, Kitchner stitch the end of the tube to close it.
Weave the yarn end to the inside.